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Abstract 
Zurro, M.A., The Abhyankar-Jung theorem revisited, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 90 
(1993) 2755282. 
In this paper we use a technique introduced by P.M. Cohn in order to prove the so-called 
Abhyankar-Jung theorem, i.e. the existence of parametric equations for a quasiordinary hyper- 
surface. The basic tool of the proof is the equivalence between the existence of solutions for 
a polynomial equation and the existence of an eigenvalue of its companion matrix. 
1. Preliminaries 
If R is a unitary commutative ring we will call M,,,(R) the set of matrices of p rows 
and q columns with entries in R. As usual, 
Let A E M,_(R) and z be a variable; we will denote by x( A, z) = det (A - zl,) E R [z]. 
If (R, m, k) is a local ring and A E M&R), A will be the image of A by the canonical 
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homomorphism 
where&j=aij+m, 1 <i<p, 1 <j<q. 
The technical base of the proof is Hensel’s lemma for matrices: 
Hensel’s lemma [3]. Let (R, m, k) be a local equicharacteristic ring complete for the 
m-adic topology. Let 
A= 
- - 
with A E M,,,(R), Al E MI,,,(R), A4 E M,,,(R), P + q = n, gcd(x(A,, z), x(&, z)) = 1 - 
and A2 = 0. Then 
- - 
whereA;= Al and Ak=x. 0 
We omit the proof of this lemma because, being more general, the proof is similar to 
the one proved by P.M. Cohn [3] for valuation rings, based on the following fact: 
“Let R be an unitary commutative ring, A E M,,,(R), B E Ml,,,(R), C E MP,,(R), 
such that the resultant, Res,( x( A, z), x( B, z)), is a unit in R. Then there is a unique 
solution for the equation AX - XB = C in M,,,(R).” 
This fact is well known when R is a field [4]. If R is an unitary commutative ring, we 
can proof it as follows. Let &(z),&(z) E R[z] such that 
u = Res,(x(A, z), 44 z)) =L(z) 44 z) +Mz) 4% z>. 
If we denote by 
h(z) =fB(z)x(B, z) = a0 + alz + ... + a,~” 
we get h(A) = uZP, h(B) = 0, and hence 
UX = i ai(A’X - XB’) = u~C + M(A, B, C), 
i=l 
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where M(A, B, C) is a matrix only depending on A, B and C. Therefore, 
x = u-‘alC + u-‘M(A, B, C). 
As a remark, we note that the proof of Hensel’s lemma is constructive and it is 
possible to implement it in a computer. 
2. Quasiordinary and v-quasiordinary polynomials 
Let H be an algebraically closed field of zero characteristic. Let Y be an algebroid 
hypersurface defined by the equationf(x,, . . . ,x,) = 0, f E K [ [x1, . . . ,x,1]. As usual 
we will suppose that fis written under Weierstrass form, 
v-1 
f(x 1, *.. 3 X”) = c rzj(X,, . . . ,X,_l)Xj, +x; = 
j=O 
(il, .,,;n,eN .fi, . ..inx’.l “’ xk. 
” 
Let 
W(f) = {(i 13 .** ,LjE K: I;:I...i, Z O}. 
Obviously (0, . . . ,O, v) E Exp (f) and we may project Exp (f) from (0, . . . , 0, v) over 
the hyperplane i, = 0. Let d,(f) be the projection and denote by V(f) the convex hull 
of d,(f)+ [w;-l. 
Definition 2.1. In the above situation, we call f a v-quasiordinary polynomial with 
respect o x, with exponents (al, . . . , a, _ 1) if 
(1) V(f) = (Ml, *.. ,&-I) + F-‘, 
(2) if L, is the straight line through the points (0, . . . ,O, v) and (al, . . . , c(,- r, 0), then 
F(x 1, ... 3 X,) = 1 fi, _,, i,Xy “. X2 
(iI, ,i,)ELf 
is not a power of a linear form in the variable x,. 
Definition 2.2. In the same situation as Definition 2.1, we call f a quasiordinary 
polynomial with respect o x,, if the discriminant of the projection r : Y + K”- ’ is of 
the form 
D&,(f) = xpl ... xE-,l~(x~, . . .,x,_~) with ~(0, . . ..o) + 0. 
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Remark 2.3. The concept of v-quasiordinary polynomial was introduced by Hironaka 
in [S]. We have the following proposition: 
Proposition [6]. Letf~ W[[xl, . . . , x, _ I]] [x,] be a Weierstrass quasiordinary poly- 
nomial with 0 coejicient in xl-‘. Then f is v-quasiordinary with respect to x,. 0 
The converse is not true as can be seen from the following example. The polynomial 
f(x,y,z) = (z’ - xy2)(z2 - xy2(x2 - y3)) 
is v-quasiordinary, but not quasiordinary, since Dis,(f) = 16x’~‘~(x~ - y3). 
3. The Abhyankar-Jung theorem 
Theorem 3.1 [l]. Let K be an algebraically closed jield of zero characteristic and 
f E WCCXl, ... , x, _ 1]] [x,] a quasiordinary polynomial with respect to x,. Then there 
exists a natural number r such that the roots off as a polynomial in x, belong to 
C[[x:“, . . . ,x,‘!‘l]]. 
Proof. The proof will be done induction on v = deg,“( f ). Let 
f(x 1, ... 1 x,) = ao(xI, . . . ,xn_l) + ... + ~2,~~ (x1, . . . ,x.-l)x~I: + xi. 
We may assume that a,_ r = 0, otherwise we perform the Tchirnhausen transforma- 
tion 
1 
x:, = x, + ~Uy_r. 
We take its companion matrix 
1 0 . . . . . . 
By Remark 2.3 f is v-quasiordinary with respect to x, and then, 
V(f) = (aI, ... ,cI,_1) + K-l. 
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Let us choose the element (yi, . . . , y,,) E L, n Exp(f) with y. minimum (possibly 
y. = 0), and perform the transformation 
xj = y;-yn for all 1 I j I n - 1, x, = Y”. 
Let 
fl(Yl> ... ,Y,) =fWY”, .‘. ,y;-'l",Y,) 
= AdYl, . . . ,Y,-1) + ... + A,-z(Y,, ... ,Y,-l)YF2 + y;. 
As a consequence of the v-quasiordinarity, it is easy to check that 
Av-i(Yl, ... ,Y,-1) = Y’l” “’ y~y?!;lrilA~-i(y~, *.. jy”-l)y 
and there is an i0 E (0, 1, . . . , v - 2) with A:,(O, . . . ,O) # 0. 
Now, we may consider the companion matrix of fi (y, , . . . , y”) as an element of 
End oQ((y,,...,y,-l))(~((Yl, ... ,Y”-l))‘) 
with respect to some basis { ui, . . . , uy), then we do the basis change 
a, = y(ii-l)yl . . . 
J 
y;jI,‘_-l”‘n- I 
Vj forall 1 <jlv 
and we get a matrix similar to M 
In the new variables Wj = Yj, for all 1 5 j I n - 1, w, = x,/(Yf’ 
polynomial f (x1, . . . , x,) is equal to 
. yj;“-I), the . . 
WI . . . Wl w;Y”i’(Ab(w,, . . . ,W”_l) + ... + 4,_2(W1, . . . ,w,_1)w;-2 + wg. 
There are two cases to consider. 
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Case 1: i0 = 0. D is a regular matrix, where 
0 
1 
I 0 0 
. . . 
0 
. . 
. . . 
1 
0 
. . . 
. . . 





and because tr(D) = 0, D has at least two different eigenvalues; then, by the Jordan 
decomposition theorem, 
with g.c.d. (x( A, w), x( B, w)) = 1 and 
D- 
AI A2 
C > A, A ’ 




C ) 0 v’ 
t? = A, v = B. 
We define 
P = degdx(U, wJL 
q = deg,,,(4 K w,)), 
P(w 1, ... , w,) = wy ... w,py”i’ x( u, w,), 
Q(w1, . . . , w,) = w(fyl ... w;y”i’ x( V, w,). 
With an easy calculus, we verify that 
p-1 
P(Wl, . . . ,w,) = C w:p-J)Y1 . . . wIP_ij)~n-~ al,jx;’ + x,p, 
j=O 
q-1 
Q(w 1, ... 3 w,) = C w$vj)yl . . ,Ip_-/h-l c12,jx; + x;, 
j=O 
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where ai,jE@[[wl, . . . ,w.-I]] and ai,o(O, . . . ,O) f0, being 
fl(Yl, ... ,Y,) = P(Yl, ‘.. ,Y,)Q(YI, ... ,Y,), 
DiS,,(fl(yl, . . . ,y,)) = y~‘i’v-y”’ ... y(,Yri”“Y-yn’&(y~-Yn, .. ,y~_‘;). 
P and Q are quasiordinary polynomials and we may apply induction. 




And we may apply Hensel’s lemma for matrices twice, obtaining 
D- 
NO ( 1 0 s . 
Because 
N= i: 0 1 . ... .  . . 1 0 I . 2 s= 
281 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
with N a nilpotent matrix and San invertible matrix, we can proceed as in Case 1 to 
conclude the proof. 0 
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